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APRIL/MAY 2017 Kala moved back to San Antonio. She received her masters from the TAMU School of Engineering. 2018
Kala graduated from UTSA at the age of 27 and started working at a software company. Acting Kala is a founding member of
the now defunct San Antonio based theater and performance group CRACK Kala. In August of 2014, Kala was cast in the San
Antonio production of the award-winning, critically acclaimed play, Halt and Catch Fire, at the BATS Theatre. The production
was her first professional acting job. Other roles in South by Southwest (SXSW) include: Blood on Blood Bank (2014) Sellout
(2014) Norman Rockwell: Four Great Artists (2015) Thinghunter (2015) References External links Category:Living people
Category:American actresses Category:Year of birth missing (living people)Little known but very dangerous to your car's
battery is a device known as a "Clapton" or "Clapton E-clip". Popular on stolen late models and has been used to drain the
battery and fuel tank on dozens of vehicles. Battery stores are going up in value with many fully restored vehicles requiring
multiple battery updates to account for the complete number of hours on vehicle. A Clapton is essentially a device to pick up a
weak signal from another vehicle. As you all know, we live in a wireless world and your phone can receive a call from a random
cell phone owner down the block and answer it. The Clapton accomplishes the same thing. It can send the same frequency of
weak radio waves that your phone would pick up. So if the Clapton is placed in the top half of a vehicle on the passenger side
(the driver side is usually the most difficult to find), it will pick up a signal from a vehicle equipped with a Clapton, even if it is
not transmitting. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. If you don't drive an expensive vehicle, remove any Clapton
from your car's dash. If you do drive a late model Chevy, Ford, or some other relatively new car, don't place the Clapton there.
Some older cars had switches to control the lights. A Clapton may reprogram them and alter the behavior of the vehicle. Best to
remove the Cl
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